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Japan Economic Outlook
－Consumer spending picked up, but business investment and exports weakened

External overhangs caused unfavourable—but
not unexpected—economic reactions. Retail
sales in Japan picked up, but it remains to be
seen if the higher sales tax rate gives the
government much-needed infusion and helps it
achieve what it set out to.

are likely poor. The weakness of business spending is

The latest indicators

possibly due to extra shopping in anticipation of the

evident both in the latest purchasing managers’
indices and in the well-known Tankan Survey.¹ In
addition, industrial production has been declining.
That said, retail sales have done quite well lately—

increase in the national sales tax.
The latest data from Japan indicates bifurcation of

Here are details of some of the readings.

economic growth. That is, business investment and

•

exports have been weakened by the trade war

In August, industrial production fell for the eighth

between the United States and China, but consumer

time in the last 12 months, tumbling 4.7 percent

spending has been relatively strong. Yet the risk is

from a year earlier² and down 1.2 percent from

mainly on the downside. Consumer spending likely

the month before. There were sharp declines in

picked up just before the increase in the national sales

the production of iron, steel, and nonferrous

tax was effective at the beginning of October. In

metals and machinery. Production of vehicles was

addition, business hiring is likely to slow down as a

down too. The weakness of Japan’s industrial

consequence of weakness in investment and exports,

sector is, in part, related to the trade war

which could ultimately have a negative impact on

between the United States and China. Indeed,

household spending. Unless there is an improvement

Japanese exports to China have fallen sharply, in

in the external situation, growth prospects for Japan

part, due to weaker Chinese demand for inputs
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•

used in products that are re-exported to the

determined to fix the imbalance between

United States³.

expected future tax revenues and expected

Likewise, industrial production in

neighboring South Korea declined in August as

future pension liabilities. That is why the tax is

well⁴. Both countries have been hit by the trade

being increased. Another way to fix the imbalance

war and are in the midst of their own trade war.

is to encourage greater labor market

However, the conflict between Japan and South

participation, especially by mothers. Thus, the

Korea is not believed to have had a significant

government intends to use some of the extra tax

impact on Japanese output—at least not yet.

revenue to fund free kindergarten and preschool
education⁶, hoping that this will lead to an

Retail sales soared in August—up 4.8 percent

increase in the number of working mothers.

from July—as consumers spent heavily in the

Increasing the national sales tax

runup to the increase in the national sales tax.
The new tax rate increase from 8 percent to 10

In Japan, there is a dissonance between taxation and

percent took effect on October 1.

expected expenditures. Taxes account for about 34

This pickup in retail sales was the sharpest since

percent of GDP, well below the average of developed

2014, when the national sales tax was increased

economies. Yet government debt is 240 percent of

last. Retail sales were up 2 percent from a year

GDP, above the average of developed economies,⁷

earlier, the steepest increase since October of

and the government’s expected spending on pensions

last year. There were especially strong increases

and health care is set to rise precipitously in the

in spending on discretionary items, such as

coming decades. This, too, is relatively high owing to

apparel and machinery. While any acceleration in

the extreme demographics of Japan. Thus, there is a

spending is welcome, the danger is that by front-

problem. The government is attempting to solve this

loading spending, households will likely end up

problem by raising the national sales tax. Japan’s

spending far less in the months following the tax

working age population has been declining since early

increase, thereby leading to a slowdown in

this century, but this has been offset by rising

economic activity. That is precisely what had

participation, helping in employment growth. However,

happened in 2014, when a brief recession

starting next year, employment is expected to decline

followed the tax increase⁵. The national sales tax

and continue declining throughout the coming decade

had increased from 5 percent to 8 percent then.

and beyond. The demographic troubles faced by Japan

The Japanese government has taken steps to

are only going to get worse.

alleviate the impact of the tax increase, including

Japanese companies in China

providing subsidies for noncash consumer
purchases. The government is keen to stimulate

In the past two decades, many Japanese companies

domestic demand at a time when external

invested heavily in China, engaging in assembly of final

headwinds are hurting the economy. Yet it is also

products in order to take advantage of relatively cheap
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labor. However, in recent years, rising wages in China,

of such exports goes to Japan, and the second largest

combined with the trade war, have made China more

to the United States.

problematic for some Japanese companies. The trade

Increasing role of tourism

war, especially, is leading many such companies to
reconsider their China operations. Shifting production

Tourism in Japan has been growing rapidly in recent

elsewhere might help to avert US tariffs. Results of a

years, and with the Olympics set to take place in Tokyo

new survey conducted by Nikkei reveal that of 1,000

in 2020, tourism is of increasing importance in the

Japanese companies with operations in China, 23.9

Japanese economy. In 2011, for example, there were

percent say they should reduce their footprint in

only about 6.2 million overseas visitors to Japan, but

China.⁸ Another 60.4 percent report taking a wait-and-

by 2018, that number rose to over 31 million. This was

watch approach. Even though companies are

driven, in part, to a steep increase in the number of

concerned about rising costs and the risk of tariffs,

visitors from China (up from about 1 million in 2011 to

many see China as a market too big to ignore. The

over 8 million in 2018). The number of visitors from

wait-and-watch approach might be predicated on the

South Korea also rose rapidly (from 1.6 million to 7.5

expectation that a deal between the United States and

million). There were also big increases in the number

China could be reached in the near future. However,

of visitors from Taiwan and Hong Kong. The

51.3 percent of respondents expect the trade conflict

government hopes that the total number of visitors

between the United States and China to last as long as

will exceed 40 million in 2020.

10 years. Only 10.8 percent of respondents expect the
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Tax News

“Taxation of the Digital Economy under the OECD Unified Approach”
Overview

provide comments on the document and also a public
consultation took place in Paris last November to

In today’s increasingly digital economy wherein

discuss the document and previously submitted

companies can make sales and interact remotely with

comments.

customers around the globe, regardless of physical

Background

presence, taxing and allocating profits is becoming
more and more difficult.

As part of its continued

The OECD Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and

efforts to combat these problems the OECD released a

Profit Shifting (“BEPS”) allows interested countries and

public consultation document that attempts to create

jurisdictions to work with the OECD and G20 members

a framework to identify income and tax arising from
digital transactions.

to develop standards on BEPS related issues and

This document offers a “Unified

review/monitor the implementation of the BEPS

Approach” where prior considerations for how to tax

package. Due to the increasing challenges it presented,

such transactions are now combined into a single

the digitalization of the economy was identified as one

proposal for public consideration. At this stage, the

of the main focus areas for the BEPS project, leading to

OECD proposals under the Unified Approach remain a

the creation of the BEPS Action 1 Report. While other

work in process, but do indicate an effort to redefine

BEPS actions have been published by the OECD and

certain concepts of international taxation including the

adopted by many countries, due to the complexity of

notion of nexus and how the income subject to taxation
should be identified. Stakeholders were invited to
6
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digital transactions, the OECD at that time called for

•

further analysis in a report to be delivered by 2020.

Removal of physical presence as a condition for
nexus under the new rules.

Since publication of the Action 1 Report four years ago,
the OECD has released a number of proposals relating
to the challenges of taxing the digitalized economy.

•

Departure from the arm’s length standard.

•

Creation of simple rules to achieve increased tax
certainty.

One Policy Note, released in January 2019, grouped all

The overall goal of the proposal is to develop a

the on-going proposals currently under consideration

consensus by utilizing the commonalties of the three

into two pillars. Pillar One focuses on the allocation of

alternatives originally proposed in Pillar One.

taxing rights and seeks to undertake a coherent,
concurrent review of the profit allocation and nexus

Currently, the scope of the proposed rules covers

rules, while Pillar Two addresses remaining BEPS-

highly digital business models, broadly focusing on

related issues. Pillar One is an amalgamation of

certain consumer-facing businesses. Such businesses

previously discussed proposals and contains three

demonstrate digital engagement and interaction with

potential options for taxing the digital economy:

customers, and may also include businesses involved
in data collection and exploitation, and businesses

(1) User participation,

where marketing and branding is significant and can be

(2) Marketing intangibles, and

carried out from a remote location.

(3) Significant economic presence.

definition of scope still lacks specificity, for example, the
meaning of “customer facing” or whether or not certain

As noted multiple times by the OECD, the options for

industries, like the financial services industry should be

allocating profit rights in the digital economy under the

excluded, and as noted in the public commentary,

Pillar One regime present difficulties that cannot be

additional analysis is needed to develop more concrete

addressed by the current standards. As a result,

guidelines to define the character of business that

proposals under Pillar One require solutions that go

would be subject to the new tax.

beyond the arm’s length principal.

Proposed rules

The Unified Approach

The proposed rules are meant to cover a range of

Building on the analysis presented in Pillar One, the

businesses with the abilities to interact with customers

Unified Approach was created, noting that the three

and create meaningful value without a physical

alternatives set out in Pillar One have a number of

presence in the market. The two primary rules

common attributes:
•

However, the

proposed by the Unified Approach are a new nexus

Allocation of taxing rights in favor of the

standard and a new method of allocating profits.

user/market jurisdiction for highly digitalized
businesses that are able to operate remotely
and/or are highly profitable.

7
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New nexus standard

allocation of deemed residual profit to jurisdictions for
which new nexus applies.

Under current corporate tax rules, a non-resident
company only pays tax in a jurisdiction if it has some

Note that despite pointing out the need for new profit

form

permanent

allocation rules, the proposal acknowledges that the

establishment). However, as a result of digitalization,

current rules work reasonably well for most routine

companies can now do business with customers

transactions. As a result, it suggests retaining the

located in jurisdictions where the companies do not

transfer pricing rules in cases for which the current

actually have a physical presence. Thus, the Unified

rules work relatively well, and having the new rules

Approach suggests the introduction of a stand-alone,

apply to business activities where the current rules are

new nexus rule to apply in conjunction with the existing

lacking. By combining the old and new rules, the

permanent establishment rules. The new nexus rule

proposal hopes to deliver an agreed amount of profit

would address the nexus issues by applying to all cases

to market jurisdictions in a simple manner that avoids

in which a business has a “sustained and significant

double taxation and improves tax certainty in the

involvement” in the economy of a market jurisdiction,

current environment.

regardless of the level of physical presence. According

The new allocation rules proposed by the Unified

to the proposal, sustained and significant involvement

Approach set out a 3-tier mechanism for profit

would most easily be defined by a revenue threshold,

allocation, as follows:

of

physical

presence

(i.e.,

which would include revenues received for services

•

directed at non-paying users in a jurisdiction (i.e.,

Amount A - a share of deemed residual profit
allocated to market jurisdictions using a formulaic

advertising).

approach (i.e., the new taxing right).

Allocation of profits (3-tier approach)

•

Amount B - a fixed remuneration for baseline

Upon determination that a county has a right to tax

activities (i.e., marketing and distribution) that take

profits of a non-resident enterprise under the new

place in the market jurisdiction.

nexus rules, it is necessary to determine the amount of

•

Amount C - legally binding and effective dispute

income allocable to that jurisdiction. Currently such

prevention and resolution mechanisms relating to

allocation is defined in both the OECD and United

all

Nations Model Tax Conventions, with special rules for

compensation for additional profits related to

resident enterprises transacting with foreign related

functions exceeding baseline activity (i.e., from

parties. However, because the proposed rules would

Amount B).

create nexus for an enterprise regardless of physical

difficult.

Thus,

the

Unified

of

the

proposal,

including

An illustration of these rules shows that only Amount A

presence, allocation under the existing rules would be
extremely

elements

would apply in the case where a company has no

Approach

physical presence in a market jurisdiction while

suggests that new profit allocation rules are needed for

amounts A and B would both apply in instances where

8
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an existing physical presence exists. The intangible

While there is still quite a bit of uncertainty surrounding

owner(s) of the group would be liable for Amount A,

the scope and details of the proposed rules set out in

while the entity with physical presence in the market

the Unified Approach, it is important for companies to

jurisdiction would be liable for Amount B.

be aware of the proposal details, as rules related to the
taxation of the digital economy could result in major

Going forward

changes to the current regime. The addition of a new

As mentioned, the Unified Approach is meant to

nexus standard could result in companies being

develop a consensus for taxing the digital economy

subject to tax in jurisdictions that were previously

that can properly allocate taxing rights of enterprises

exempt, and changes to the allocation of profits may

with no physical presence in a manner that is simple

result in tax liability shifting from one jurisdiction to

and easy to administer. However, as the proposal itself

another. As a result, companies operating digital

acknowledges,

not

business should stay up-to-date on developments

comprehensive and there are several outstanding

regarding the Unified Approach and contact their tax

issues that still need to be addressed. Some of these

advisor to determine how the potential changes may

issues include mechanical details such as agreeing on

impact them and ensure their businesses are prepared

nexus

to deal with any issues that may arise in the future.

the

thresholds,

Unified

designing

Approach

the

is

method

for

determining Amount A, and defining the activities to be

—

included in Amount B. Resolving these issues will not

If you would like more information, please speak to our Deloitte subject matter
specialist Tim Obrien (timothy.obrien@tohmatsu.co.jp) or to Lars Dahlen
(lars.dahlen@tohmatsu.co.jp).

only require more technical work, but will also require
a consensus political agreement, which the proposal
currently lacks. In addition to agreeing on the
mechanics, further work is also needed to determine
how to identify the owner of Amount A and to
understand how existing mechanisms for tax collection
and eliminating double taxation (i.e., domestic and
treaty rules related to collection and double taxation
relief) could continue to operate effectively.

9
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Cognitive Computing: “Simulation of human thought”

What is Cognitive Computing?
Perhaps the most disruptive set of technologies

requiring human assistance”. These advanced tools

upending the world of finance lie in Artificial Intelligence

simulate human cognitive skills, grinding through

(AI) Applications. A subset of AI is Cognitive Computing

mountains of data to automate insights and reporting

which by definition is “a self-learning system that uses

in real time. Cognitive solutions may be deployed from

data mining, pattern recognition and natural language

the cloud and offered as a hosted service or may be

processing to mimic the way the human brain works.

deployed on in-house servers depending on the

The goal of cognitive computing is to create automated

organizational IT landscape and requirements.

IT systems that are capable of solving problems without
Figure 11: Cognitive systems perform a variety of tasks to tackle problems similarly as humans used to do
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items and issue resolution mechanisms. BOTs can also

Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, and

be trained on “Intelligent Scheduling” of invoices which

Natural Language Generation are considered to play a

the accountant has to manually keep track of.

significant role in structuring the Future Finance office.

Further, the discipline of machine learning also

Machine Learning

incorporates other data analysis disciplines, ranging

Machine learning is a branch of the larger discipline of

from predictive analytics and data mining to pattern

Artificial Intelligence, which involves the design and

recognition. A variety of specific algorithms are used for

construction of computer applications or systems that

this purpose — frequently organized in taxonomies,

are able to learn based on their data inputs and/or

these algorithms can be used depending on the type of

outputs. Basically, a machine learning system learns by

input required.

experience; that is, based on specific training, the

Machine Learning process:

system will be able to make generalizations based on
its exposition to a number of cases and then be able to

The Machine learning set up process typically involves

perform actions after new or unforeseen events.

two phases namely the Learning phase and the
Prediction phase. In the learning phase the BOT is

As an example of Machine learning in practical use in

introduced to a series of data that it would be working

Accounts Payable, a Cognitive BOT can be trained on

on. It then goes through a structured training exercise

processing a series of transactions and be disciplined

which includes Pre-processing, Learning, Error analysis,

to handle specific exceptions with the right set of action

etc.

Figure 12: Depicting the Machine language process
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areas of Finance. Some recent advances in use cases

Once the Learning process is completed, it is exposed

have been found in risk assessment, audit functions

to an advanced level training which includes Predictive

and FP&A. Machine learning is also contributing in

analysis which would be complementing the human

Robotics Process Automation (RPA) where the process

analytical work in future.

automation keeps improving based on a self-learning

Machine Learning is effective where large volumes of

feedback loop.

data exist. Thus it becomes a highly effective tool in

Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language Generation (NLG)
Consider these statistics – “74% of firms want to be

of a “translator” of business data and for this, there is

data driven but only 29% say they connect analytics to

an increasing need for Finance to dig deep into the data

action”; “88% of financial leaders say that decision

sets and patterns and understand the underlying

makers in their enterprise want a better understanding

layers of reasons. Today, NLP and NLG are vital tools in

of the analysis they receive and they want finance to

the armoury of the finance office to achieve this goal to

simplify it for them”. Finance is expected to play the role

graduate as a “translator” for business performance.

Figure 13: NLP and NLG can be effectively used in Finance and Accounting processes to significantly reduce manual effort

1.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) enables computers

Speech to Text – This is where the computer
understands and interprets what humans are

to analyse and understand the human language. This

telling them. In-built algorithms and routines

enables the user to have “natural conversations” with a

convert

system rather than through programming (read

our

language

into

a

programming

language the computer can understand.

artificial) languages. NLP is an attempt to make
computers “intelligent” such that they communicate

2.

and behave as humans do. Simplistically, NLP consists

Part of Speech Tagging – Here the language is
broken down to its grammatical parts of speech

of three steps:

12
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3.

like nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. which can be

look like this – “Commercial hours are trending above

used as inputs for the next stage.

plan (+ x %) due to both professionals count and
utilization and above forecast (+ x %) mainly due to

Text to Speech – After the relevant output is

increased utilization.” Futuristic scenarios include Tax

selected the programme converts this data back
into

speech

format

which

can

be

disclosures, C-Suite Memos, Compliance reports, etc.

easily

where the underlying data is fairly standardized.

understood by humans.
NLP is extensively being tested in generation of Flash

Natural Language Generation (NLG):

Profit & Loss Reports, Profitability Analysis, R&D Spend,

NLG is the name given to the natural language

Sales/Margin Reports, Credit Reporting, FP&A and

processing task of generating natural language from a

related areas. NLP can present contextual narratives

machine

for these which gives the consumer an easy to digest

significant

and actionable insight. A sample Flash P&L report may

meaningful insights to the user.

representation
analysis,

system

inferences

which
and

includes
generating

Figure 14: NLG process where raw data is processed to provide meaningful reports to the select audience

a)

Machine learning in Internal Audit:

With a Cognitive BOT in the Audit team, the auditors
can analyse an entire set of accounting journals, rather

In audit, because of recent advances in machine

than just taking a sample of journals that provided a

learning, standard audit techniques like sampling are
on the verge of becoming obsolete.

snapshot. This wider view can highlight anomalies like

This directly

entries posted by unexpected people or at odd times,

affects the audit industry’s employment model, which

such as weekends. Other examples include analysis of

has been dependent on hiring scores of graduates to

the entire set of expenses and potentially expose

carry out mundane administrative work. This is because

claims for personal travel, etc.

developments in data mining have given auditors the
ability to collect, analyse and test entire data sets. In the

b)

past they relied on restricted samples of data.

Machine Learning in FP&A:

For the FP&A function, the key aspect of planning is to
obtain an accurate understanding and prediction of

13
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sales volumes. Many a time though plans are made for

on platforms that can mine swathes of data and

sales profiles the sales forecasts turn out to be wrong.

provide relevant and contextual responses to any

Inaccurate revenue forecast remains one of the biggest

standard human query around financials. A

risks for CFOs. In a recent study, more than 50% of

leading global FMCG company is investing in

companies feel their pipeline forecast is only about

Cognitive computing to build forecasting models

50% accurate. Machine learning has the potential to

for its key categories and markets where

improve this process by:

executives can direct queries to the platform and

1.

expect responses that offer powers of simulation

Powerful Trend Analysis - Humans do not have the

and deep learning insights, humanly impossible to

capacity to scan vast amounts of data and come

obtain otherwise.

up with scenarios and identify patterns. This is

NLG in Finance:

where algorithms are powerful. They can examine
structure as well as unstructured data and come
up with meaningful and impactful analysis.

NLG in Finance can be used in generating Financial and

These

Statutory and compliance reports which can consume

scenarios may prove invaluable in a planning cycle

a significant amount of human effort.

in providing perspectives beyond what is available

2.

merely from the ledgers and past performance

Use of NLG has the promise to free up time from

data sets.

Business Analysts in trying to discern patterns and
create lengthy texts of variance/other reports. If that

Forecast Accuracy- Forecasts are generally driven

drudgery is taken away, the FP&A teams can focus time

at product level sales values. Machine learning

and attention on critical business analysis and

algorithms can detect patterns at lower level

predictive

feeder drivers such as brand categories, product

interesting

relationships

human

future can deliver highly-tailored reporting packages
with actionable insights to business leaders. A crucial

into the planning cycle and thus enable more

impact of the forthcoming changes will be on the

accurate forecasts.

finance talent of the future. Traditional finance roles like

Dynamic Forecasting- Machines are capable of

Financial Controller, Accounts Payable or Accounts

dynamically

on

Receivable clerks may all but disappear and instead we

changing input parameters. They can simulate and

will have Data Scientists, Scenario Planners, Market

re-simulate scenarios while tweaking data and

Makers, and Behavioural Scientists running the show.

updating

scenarios

based

thus act as informative decision tools. This makes

Cognitive Computing holds immense potential for use

the planning cycle more elastic.
4.

requires

visualization, Finance Centres of Excellence of the

and

dependencies, which can then be used as inputs

3.

which

intelligence and inference. Enabled by NLG and

categories, purchase orders, and even invoices to
discover

forecasting,

in finance and many large global organizations have

Interactive self-service - Machine Learning is now

started their early experiments with the use of

allowing companies to build self service solutions
14
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Cognitive science. It is only expected that as routine
operational processes get automated through Robotics,
the next curve of evolution for Digital finance will come
in the shape of Cognitive Computing, when computers
start thinking like humans and are able to predict and
prescribe solutions. We are seeing real life examples
through Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa or through
Google Maps. It is a matter of time when Finance
adopts the power of Cognitive computing in its core
DNA and starts unleashing quantum benefits to

For more information, please speak to our Deloitte experts, Pankaj Arjunwadkar, Director,
(paarjunwadkar@tohmatsu.co.jp)

augment the Insights dimension of Finance.
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Disruptive M&A: Assessing the Risks and Rewards

But selecting the right disruptive acquisition opportunities
Companies from all sectors face the twin

requires evaluating and assessing a much broader range of

challenges of responding to the disruptive

possibilities and targets than traditional M&A and may mean a

innovation threat in their traditional businesses,

strategic rethink at every stage of the M&A cycle. Those

while simultaneously harnessing these same

additional complexities and strategic considerations make it

forces to create future business opportunities.

especially important that CFOs get involved in disruptive M&A

The size of the challenge means CFOs need to

as early possible, to understand the long-term growth potential

consider M&A as a strategic enabler to capture

of such deals, and to make sure finance plays an integral role to

innovation-led growth.

balance risk and reward while making such investments and

As the rate of innovation and change continues to accelerate,

acquisitions.

many large established companies are turning to ‘disruptive

A New Deal-Making Paradigm

M&A’ to tap into growth that is resulting from technology shifts,

Between 2015 and 2018, companies spent about $880 billion

changes in consumer behavior, and cross-sector convergence.

to acquire disruptive technologies and invested another $220

Disruptive M&A transactions―including partnerships, joint

billion through corporate venture capital (CVC) units, according

ventures, buy-outs, and corporate ventures that help

to a Deloitte analysis. Moreover, acquirers outside the

companies unlock innovation-led growth and transform their

technology sector have overtaken technology sector players in

businesses―offer potential financial returns and access to the

M&A activity for innovation and technology businesses. One of

new technologies, talent, and operating models disrupting

the major shifts in this space has been the acquisition of

established markets and businesses.

technology assets by the non-tech sector, an ongoing trend

16
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since 2014. In 2018, nearly 55% of all technology assets were

profitability? When should the CFO revisit the decision to

sold to non-tech companies.

continue investing?
•

Culture: Has the deal team assessed the potential cultural
impacts of an acquired business on the larger
organization?

•

Incentives: Are you willing to offer incentives that may be
higher than is typical in order to retain the target
company’s key executives?

•

Integration approach: Are you willing to grant a degree of
operational autonomy to the target company during the
first year? Does your organization need to set up an

First Steps: Assessing the Organization’s Disruptive

incubator or ventures division to manage the business

M&A Capabilities

during the transitional period?

Disruptive M&A investments are often linked to long-term

A Framework for Identifying Disruptive Opportunities

business model and strategic transformation plays, and

Disruptive M&A can help build a portfolio of investments—

leadership needs to consider if the company is ready and able

including CVC, joint ventures, collaboration structures, alliances,

to leverage these deals to drive transformation. For CFOs, that

and M&A—to help unlock innovation-led growth and transform

consideration starts with the question, ‘Are we the right buyer?’

the business. For instance, a corporate venturing capability can

Evaluate the organization’s readiness to engage in disruptive

supplement a disruptive M&A strategy by helping uncover,

M&A, and the businesses ability to embrace innovation and

incubate, and invest in even earlier-stage potential growth areas.

create sustainable value from newly acquired disruptive

An innovation-led growth strategy can be framed in terms of

technologies by considering the following:
•

two distinct choices: Where to “play” and how to “win.”

Vision: Does leadership have clear strategic goals for
specific transactions? Have they clearly communicated
this to target acquisitions?

•

Leadership: Is there alignment and support among board
members and C-suite executives? Is there an executive
sponsor for each potential deal?

•

Investment: Is company leadership willing to accept a
different ROI/investment level compared to standard
levels? Should the corporate parent prioritize growth over

17
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CFOs should ensure that M&A leaders consider both short-

advantage of the short- and long-term trends, driven by

term and long-term aspirations, which may entail investment

the exponential rates of change in technological

strategies across all three ambition levels. Useful questions to

advancements that are constantly altering the global

help guide ‘where to play’ and ‘where to win’ investment

business environment. Companies should develop

decisions include:

market-sensing capabilities that not only monitor shifts in

•

Where is my industry headed in the next five to ten years?

•

What are the forces that are likely to disrupt and reshape

disruptive technologies, but in consumer behavior and
the impact of cross-sector convergence on the future of
various industries.

my industry?
•

2.

Does my leadership team have adequate understanding

active ecosystem engagement program to identify

of these forces?
•

•

potential relationships with startups, technologists,

How do we identify and assess the various inorganic

futurists, universities, leading venture capital firms,

growth options available to us?

accelerators and incubators, government representatives,

Should these options include investment, partnership, or

and even other corporations. In order to link innovation

acquisition components?

initiatives with transformational objectives, consider these
activities for the specific advantages they bring and the

Building the Opportunity Pipeline

level of commitment required.

To build a sustainable opportunity pipeline aligned to an

3.

innovation-led growth strategy, requires three core capabilities:
1.

Ecosystem engagement. Companies should have an

Innovation hubs coverage. A crucial part of a company’s
ecosystem engagement strategy is connectivity across key

Disruptive market sensing. This capability can help leaders

innovation hubs for the sector, because the majority of

make informed decisions on where to play and take

investments tend to be directed in these hubs.
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Disruptive M&A Valuation

•

Commercial: What is the market size and market
potential for the target’s product/service? Is the target

Estimating an early-stage target’s acquisition price requires

company’s growth sustainable? How will they use further

analysis and understanding of risk and potential returns unique

investment in growth areas?

to the digital, social, data analytics, artificial intelligence, and
•

machine learning startups that represent the bulk of disruptive

People: Is the current leadership team the right one to

M&A volume. CFOs are expected to play a critical role in this

scale the business? Is the target’s culture compatible with

process.

the buyer’s? What performance management system
should be used to motivate key employees?

Cash flow and returns analysis incorporating upside and
•

downside scenarios with relevant growth assumptions and

Technology and platform: Is the acquired IT platform

future outcomes is critical to a robust valuation―making it

scalable? Can it be protected? Does the acquisition

equally vital that finance work closely with the corporate

include the specialist expertise to enable future

development team to build the business case. To derive an

development? Can the target’s platform be integrated

informed valuation, potential buyers may consider a three-step

into the acquirer’s platform? To what degree can the

process:

platform be monetized?

1.

•

Assess economic opportunity - Identify and assess the

hurdles that need to be overcome?

market opportunity for the target acquisition’s innovation
and value drivers using industry and market analyses.
2.

•

Tax and legal requirements: Does the target have strong

Identify potential commercial success or failure scenarios

and sufficient patents and intellectual property? Are the

- Make informed forecasts considering the target’s

value drivers aligned with the legal entity structure? Are

maturity level and value-creation opportunities in line

there opportunities to gain significant tax synergies?

with the customer due diligence findings.
3.

Regulatory: Are there potential deal-breaking regulatory

When well executed, disruptive acquisitions have the power to

Probability - weight scenarios reflecting both upside

quickly galvanize transformation of the acquirer’s core business

opportunity and downside risk and simulate potential

and redefine its future growth. Doing so requires strong

returns—Apply relevant valuation methodologies, often

leadership that balances short-term market demands with

combinations of income and market-based approaches,

long-term transformation goals, and adopts a mind-set toward

to identified commercial scenarios.

assimilating new business models and ways of working.
—by Iain Macmillan, global leader for Global M&A and M&A Transaction Services; Larry Hitchcock, principal, M&A

Disruptive Due Diligence

Consultative Services practice with Deloitte Consulting LLP; Sriram Prakash, global lead, Disruptive M&A; Paul Dunn,
Integration specialist leader, Deloitte UK LLP, Steve Maddox, senior manager; and Shyam Ramdevkrishna, manager,

Disruptive investments require specialized assessment of

Deloitte Consulting LLP’s M&A practice.

technology platforms, new market opportunities, IP, cyber-risk,

Editor’s note: This is the first article in a two-part series on Disruptive M&A. Part Two will focus on value creation and
integration.

and other considerations. A thorough diligence process will
consider a wide range of factors beyond the obvious financial
due diligence, including:
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Olam International CFO: Business Alignments That Drive
Growth

Group CFO Neelamani Muthukumar
discusses the finance transformation he
has been leading to support Olam’s
growth strategy.

business model and finance transformation to reach
new markets

and new

agribusiness

roots.

consumers

Group

CFO

beyond its
Neelamani

Muthukumar has led global finance since 2016, and his
vision for a more engaged and collaborative finance
function across the enterprise has paved the way for
more efficiencies and innovations. Muthukumar, who
earlier in his career was head of IT at Olam, discusses
aspects of Olam’s finance transformation and working
capital management with Shariq Barmaky, a partner
with Deloitte Southeast Asia.
Barmaky: Since making it a priority to streamline and
centralize Olam’s finance function, what has been

Neelamani Muthukumar

accomplished?
Muthukumar: In 2016, Olam began to transform its

With operations in more than 60 countries, Singapore-

business

based Olam International is rolling out a global

agribusiness
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ingredients business with a focus on growing a B2C

finance or risk management. With the collaboration

market segment. We began a six-year plan to pursue

agenda, we bring all functions together and deliver a

opportunities in private label, contract manufacturing,

united approach to projects.

co-packaging, and creating purpose brands to reach

Another example is our new trade and structured

new customers and address their changing needs. I

finance

became Group CFO that year, and the ask from top

business:

Global

commodities-based

companies typically have such a business to manage

management and our board was to remake the finance

the interest rate and currency arbitrage between

function into a business partner beyond the traditional

offshore and onshore operations. We incubated the

controller and auditing roles.

operation within treasury and worked with the

To make that transition, we developed a six-year vision

business leaders to demonstrate how we could

for finance in two phases. The first phase, completed

generate capital through arbitrage opportunities. In

this year, centered on becoming a world-class partner

just three years, the business now generates about $50

to the business by supporting Olam’s strategic vision.

million annually.

To do that, we broke down our roles into four
categories:
strategist,

controller,
and

value

performance
manager.

officer,
The

Barmaky: One of your priorities has been optimizing

co-

working capital. Why is that important for Olam?

finance

Muthukumar: When we started the transformation in

professionals have to concurrently play each role, with

2016, one of our shareholders’ priorities was reducing

different levels of intensity depending on business

the company’s invested capital, comprised of fixed and

needs. We also created a collaboration agenda to build

working capital. It would be challenging to reduce fixed

and enhance interactions between finance and 13

capital, at least in the short term, but I knew we could

other functions, such as IT, shared services, and risk

try to decrease working capital. The majority of Olam’s

management, to deliver superior performance and

working capital is inventory, so controlling inventory

drive value to the business. The agenda also fosters

was necessary to achieve efficiencies. In 2017, I led a

close collaboration between the business units and the

global capital productivity task force, and we identified

functions.

the profit centers that accounted for most of our

To further promote collaboration, we determined the
skillsets

needed

for

the

finance

working capital inventory. We provided them with

professionals

metrics, tools, and insights to help them improve their

embedded within the business units by region and

business practices in ways that would drive down

country, and we built a process to support individuals’

inventories. Consequently, we reduced working capital

growth and career development.

by $700 million in one year, and by more than $2 billion

Barmaky: How have those changes helped Olam?

over three years, and our net debt to equity on a
reported basis fell from 1.99 to 1.32. Those results

Muthukumar: As an example, in the past, if a business

impressed the board and, in turn, raised the business

were to roll out a large-scale ERP across several
geographies, it would work with IT but not necessarily
21
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unit CFOs’ confidence in our ability to drive working

with the business units, since they could see what we

capital productivity.

could accomplish together.

Barmaky: What has been critical to driving the business

Barmaky: How has your prior experience in leading IT

and finance transformation?

at Olam helped you in your finance role?

Muthukumar: Early in the process, I set up a program

Muthukumar: Leading IT gave me an understanding of

management office (PMO). There was some concern

detailed business model logics across the organization.

that it might not be effective in leading the overall vision

Even today, I am deeply involved in postmortem

of the transformation. I held firm, however, because I

analysis of digital implementations to identify areas for

believed that a PMO would sustain the momentum we

improvement.

needed for the three-year journey, and it did. Having

For example, following a multiyear SAP ERP rollout, we

transitioned to an Activist PMO, we now refer to the

developed an SAP maturity scorecard, and a data lag

PMO as the transformation office; based on its success,

tracker to give us a centralized view of our digital

our GCEO, GCOO, and others in the organization have

penetration usage rates across the enterprise. That

set up their own PMOs to drive specific agendas.

entailed significant collaboration with IT, looking at

There were three levels to getting the transformation

every country implementation to understand why data

done: articulating the vision and the deliverables,

was not being captured online and whether it was a

making others aware and moving awareness into

communication issue, a lack of discipline, or the way a

acceptance, and then fulfilling our commitments. When

particular business model had been incorporated

I started in 2016, the awareness part was a challenge,

within the system.

so communication was central in gathering stakeholder

The intense effort we made with the postmortems has

inputs and expectations to achieve their acceptance. I

helped to increase the practice of capturing data online

utilized every forum to talk about the finance vision, the

and using digital capabilities. Every month, my finance

agenda, our progress, and what comes next. I believe

executive committee and I review the maturity

in leading from the front, admitting to mistakes early,

scorecard and data lag tracker. That gives finance

and listening to others through an open-door policy. I

visibility into global operations’ data that was entered

also formed a finance executive committee with

into the system after 48 hours. With this information,

representation from country finance, business unit

we have created what we call weekly book value on a

finance, and specialist functions. I identified promising

mark-to-market basis. In turn, that helps us to identify

young next-generation talent and worked with them on
building

their

leadership

and

and react faster to issues that arise. My IT background

communication

has also helped in capital allocation decisions in areas

capabilities. That created a sense of excitement
throughout

finance.

Finally,

achieving

such as cybersecurity, where we are making major

our

investments, including in multilayer architectures to

transformation goals created even more engagement

keep our data systems secure.
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Barmaky: What are your priorities going forward?
Muthukumar: The next phase of our strategic plan is to
invest $2.5 billion of growth capital over the next six
years while divesting certain deprioritized assets valued
at $1.6 billion in the next three years. We are looking
closely at where we will invest, including six priority
businesses and certain parts of their value chains. My
role is to ensure that finance works hand in hand with
business units to identify, evaluate, and execute
strategic investments as well as to work with the board
and the business units’ top management to divest the
deprioritized assets.
My other focus is to be future-ready to support new
growth engines. These include a farmer services portal,
which is a new digital marketplace to connect retail and
business customers to our agricultural product supply
chain sourcing, and new B2C and private-label
branding for Olam products, which we recently piloted
—

with a wholesale retailer. While it’s critical to maintain

by John Labate, Deloitte Services LP, editor, Deloitte Insights for CFOs

Editor’s note: This article is part of an ongoing series of interviews with CEOs, CFOs, and

our edge in existing areas, it’s equally important to

other executives. Neelamani Muthukumar’s participation in this article is solely for

create new opportunities for Olam’s future growth by

educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by

expanding our digital capabilities to attract new sets of

of soliciting business for Olam, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or

him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose

products provided by Olam..

customers, with a focus on IT and sustainability
priorities.
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Global Marketing Trends for the C-suite

In the months ahead, Deloitte Insights in CMO Today
Seven emerging trends can help C-suite executives

will take a closer look at each of the following 2020

navigate the future of marketing in a more effective

global marketing trends:

way.

Authentically leading with purpose. Though the

Today’s business leaders know that digital technologies

concept of brand purpose is not new, it’s more

hold the potential to transform nearly every aspect of

important than ever in directing strategic choices

our world. Organizations are exploring advanced

across

analytics, AI, cloud computing, and the internet of

organization exists, what problems it wants to solve,

things—and many are seeing early gains. As companies

and what it wants to be to each human it touches

are learning, however, these technologies aren’t a

through its work. Not every company views purpose as

substitute for the bonds we share as humans.

an all-encompassing ideal; some consider it a mere

we

identified

seven

themes

on

organization.

It

articulates

why

an

gimmick to capture market share. Deloitte’s research,

With Deloitte’s first-ever Global Marketing Trends
report,

the

however, reveals that companies that lead with

which

purpose and build around it can achieve continued

businesses can focus over the next 18 to 24 months to

loyalty, consistency, and relevance in the lives of

build a more human-centric enterprise. The report is

consumers. Indeed, purpose is helping businesses

designed to provide insights not just to the CMO, who

create deeper connections with customers, better

owns the customer relationship, but to all C-suite

serve communities, attract and retain talent, and

executives—including the CEO, who presents a unifying

achieve greater results in the process.

vision, and the CFO, who weighs financial priorities.
24
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Elevating the human experience. Applied thoughtfully,

consumers, citizens, and communities to engage

digital technologies can better connect organizations to

directly in shaping, influencing, building, and co-

their customers, partners, and employees. When tech-

creating brands. Many marketers have recognized that

enabled interactions lack a human touch, however, it

to keep up with competition, they need to evolve and

can make people feel isolated, underrepresented, and

create dynamic, two-way engagement across all stages

unfulfilled. In fact, the rapid pace of technological

of the consumer journey and the product life cycle. Yet

change has led some organizations to make short-

identifying how, and in which areas, to integrate

sighted decisions to solve narrowly defined problems

customer participation can be overwhelming. By using

rather than think through more sustainable, human-

the models and approaches best suited to an

centric solutions. That has resulted in what we call

organization’s brand and marketing strategy—whether

“experience debt”—an accumulation of unmet needs

it’s

for human connection. To pay this down, organizations

crowdsourcing, for example—businesses can turn

can focus on aligning customers, the workforce, and

willing customers into brand ambassadors, influencers,

partners to a common purpose and leveraging

advocates, collaborators, and even innovators.

technology in ways that enrich, rather than dampen,

customization,

community

building,

or

Safeguarding trust in business. Customers, regulators,

the human spirit.

and the media expect brands to be open, honest, and

Leveraging fusion—the new business blend. Traditional

consistent across all aspects of the business—from

boundaries between organizations and industries are

products and promotions to workforce culture and

disappearing. Consequently, brands are moving from

partner

being isolated entities to being members of far-

technology and big data analytics, this may require

reaching ecosystems that can address customer needs

companies to create a structure that protects

more holistically. With such fusion becoming the norm,

customer data and privacy, detects threats to data

even leading companies are seeking ways to establish

protections and security, and promotes the ethical use

themselves in these much broader ecosystems—or

of AI. Organizations can build a higher level of trust with

risk being disrupted by new competition. Organizations

stakeholders

can expand to new business areas by looking beyond

demonstrating good behavior and, in the process,

industry boundaries to address customer needs,

create more relevant and less invasive customer

identify opportunities for growth and partnerships, and

experiences.

create new value for customers. Businesses that solve

relationships.

by

In

an

proactively

era of

and

connected

transparently

Diffusing agility across the organization. Companies are

unmet needs through smart, open ecosystems can

looking to more adaptive models to keep up in today’s

displace competitors that are unwilling or unable to do

dynamic social, economic, and cultural environment.

the same.

Keeping pace

with change

necessitates

nimble

Amplifying consumer participation to unlock new value.

decision-making across the enterprise—particularly in

Technology

marketing, where increasingly discriminating buyers

has

created

new

opportunities

for
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are adopting and disposing of brands more frequently

workforces often comprise individuals with different

and casually. Leading brands are restructuring their

backgrounds, perspectives, experiences, and goals,

marketing functions, leveraging the power of real-time

and to acknowledge and value each one. Having

data and digital platforms, and using those insights to

understood how best to engage customers, many

design more personalized human experiences in an

marketers are embracing the challenge of creating

agile manner. Agility is both a framework and mindset,

deeper, more meaningful employee engagement, but

which often requires an organizational shift, new

all C-suite executives can make efforts here. Leaders

internal capabilities, and cross-functional collaboration.

who nurture their people will enable them to evolve
and develop new skills and relationships, while

Valuing the organization’s most important asset: talent.
An

organization’s

people—arguably

its

engendering loyalty toward the brand and the

greatest

employer.

strength—now include a diverse mix of individuals,
including brand ambassadors, gig workers, social

*****

influencers, and partners. These people reside both

The breakneck pace of technological change is not

inside and outside the walls of the organization. It is

slowing—creating tremendous opportunity but also

important for business leaders to recognize that their

the potential for missteps for today’s organizations.
Brands that embrace these seven emerging themes
and place the human squarely at the center of their
organizations can make choices that have a positive
impact on both the constituents they serve and their
own business results.
—by Diana O’Brien, global CMO; Andy Main, global head of Deloitte Digital; Suzanne Kounkel,
U.S. CMO; and Anthony Stephan, U.S. head of Deloitte Digital, Deloitte Consulting LLP
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Concerns Mount Across Regions: Global CFO Signals

There are some bright spots. In Greece, Portugal,

CFOs’ darkening pessimism is shading
their view of bright spots ahead

Luxembourg, and Denmark, CFO sentiment regarding
their companies’ prospects remains positive. In all the

Despite the continued strength of the U.S. economy

European countries reporting, except the U.K.,

and equity markets, CFOs are still facing unknowns

expectations for revenue are positive. “Corporate

that stretch from the resolution of the Brexit

caution has indeed had a dramatic effect on

negotiations to the U.S.-China trade war and shifting

investment, which has slowed sharply since the EU

monetary policy. Add in uncertainty about the Chinese

referendum” in 2016, says Debapratim De, senior

economy and renewed concerns about stability in the

economist, Deloitte U.K. In this environment, CFOs in

Middle East, and it is safe to say that few CFOs have a

the U.K. and elsewhere are prioritizing cost control. In

clear line of sight into 2020 and beyond.

nine of the European countries reporting, CFOs

That uncertainty is taking a toll on CFO optimism in

ranked cost control as their top strategic priority for

the 20 surveys reporting in this edition of Global CFO

the next 12 months, while only two named all growth

Signals. ™ Take sentiment in North America, for

strategies in their top three. And in the Middle East,

example. There, net optimism fell to its first negative

cost control now ranks as the number one priority, up

reading in nearly seven years. In the Middle East,

from sixth in 2018.

where 15 countries reported, sentiment also took a

While CFOs in North America still indicate a bias

decidedly negative turn, and in many of the 17

toward revenue growth over cost control (51% versus

European countries included in this report, CFOs’

22%), a shift toward cost control may be coming—as

confidence in their financial prospects also waned

evidenced by the fact that these CFOs’ expectations

compared to six months ago.

for earnings plummeted to a new survey low this
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quarter. Such a turn would not be surprising, says

optimism (down from 30% in Q2 2019), and 31% cited

Patricia Buckley, managing director, Economic Policy

declining optimism (up from 21%). Their declining

and Analysis, Deloitte Services LP (U.S.), adding that a

optimism is mirrored in their assessments of the

major culprit is business concern over the trade war

North American, European, and Chinese economies.

between the U.S. and China. “Complicating matters, of

In fact, perceptions of North America fell to a six-year

course, is that the American and Chinese views of the

low, with 68% of CFOs rating current conditions as

future of trade policy may be tied to political

good (down from 79% last quarter). And this quarter,

uncertainties as we head into 2020.” That, she adds, is

just 15% of CFOs expect better conditions in a year. In

why “scenario planning is even more important in the

keeping with that sentiment, CFOs’ expectations for

current environment.”

capital spending and domestic hiring both declined,
and earnings hit a new survey low. One bright spot?

Then there is still the overarching uncertainty over the

Revenue expectations increased from 3.8% to 4.3%.

future prospects for the economy. As Deloitte Global’s
Chief Economist Ira Kalish put it, “The world

Asia-Pacific. In the single country reporting from the

increasingly appears to be on recession watch.” And

region, Japan, the outlook remains quite negative. Only

“North American CFOs tend to agree,” says Greg

9% of surveyed CFOs indicate that they are “more

Dickinson, managing director, Deloitte LLP (U.S.), who

optimistic” about their companies’ financial prospects,

leads the North American survey, pointing out that

down from 10% last quarter. But the number of

several key metrics hit new multi-year and historic (i.e.,

pessimists jumped to 49% from 42% in Q2 2019—

38-quarter) lows this quarter. Moreover, CFO

driven by continued concerns over China’s economic

expectations for capital spending, earnings, and hiring

slowdown and the U.S.-China trade war.

all declined.

Europe. As reported in the latest European CFO

In nine of the European countries reporting, CFOs

Survey, companies there are far from bullish on their

ranked cost control as their top strategic priority for

business prospects. In fact, in 13 of the 17 countries

the next 12 months, while only two named all growth

reporting in this survey, optimism fell, and in 12, risk

strategies in their top three. And in the Middle East,

appetite retreated from its spring survey levels.

cost control now ranks as the number one priority, up
from sixth in 2018. How many more defensive
measures CFOs will take as we head into 2020
remains to be seen.

CFO Sentiment by Region
Americas. The prevailing mood in North America is
gloomy. Regarding their companies’ prospects in the
first quarter, only 26% of CFOs expressed rising
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Michela Coppola, who heads the European CFO

This quarter, it decreased slightly from 42% to 40%—

Survey, notes that “it is weakening demand that is

the lowest level since this question was first asked in

currently the main concern for European CFOs.” Little

2015.

wonder then that “the strategies companies are

Uncertainty: Not surprisingly, uncertainty is up in

prioritizing to deal with challenging economic

many of the surveys. In Europe, net levels are

conditions are becoming more defensive, with cost

particularly high in the U.K., Germany, and

cutting the top priority for CFOs in a majority of

Switzerland. In Denmark, however, 59% of CFOs

countries,” she adds. Expectations for capital spending

consider the level of uncertainty to be normal, as do

in some countries, such as Ireland and Denmark, fell

61% of Norway’s CFOs.

dramatically, and only 10 expect to increase hiring in

Metrics

the next 12 months. In the U.K., 76% of respondents
view Brexit as leading to a long-term deterioration of

Among European countries, net expectations for

the economy, with a record 58% of CFOs identifying

revenue growth were particularly strong in Belgium

cost reduction as a strong priority.

and Greece, whereas operating margin expectations

Middle East. Finally, in the Middle East, net optimism

fell markedly in Austria, Spain, and Norway from the

has dropped from last year. In the 15 countries

last survey. Meanwhile, growth expectations in North

reporting, CFOs’ concerns about economic growth

America increased for revenue (3.8% to 4.3%), but

have increased dramatically (86% versus 34% in 2018),

declined for earnings (6.1% to 5.6%), a new survey low.

as have their views of geopolitical risks (63% versus

In Japan, 39% of CFOs expect “large” or “very large”

20%). Oil prices continue to be a factor and pose a

earnings growth, down slightly from 40% last quarter.

more significant risk in 2019 than they did in 2018.

Hiring

As they head into the fourth quarter, will any of the

The outlook on hiring has softened in many of the

major uncertainties plaguing CFOs be resolved? All

countries reporting. In North America, for example,

that is certain, notes Dickinson, “is that other

expectations for domestic personnel growth fell from

uncertainties will replace them.”

1.9% to 1.6%, a three-year low, even though talent
remains among CFOs’ top internal risks. Across

By the Numbers

Europe, though, hiring intentions remain noticeably

Risk appetite: Along with optimism, CFOs’ risk

negative in the U.K. and Iceland, whereas Belgium and

appetites continued to decline around the world. In

Greece remain bullish on adding headcount.

Europe, the biggest decreases were found in the U.K.,

Corporate strategy

Germany, and Turkey. The relative “bright” spots
included Norway and Greece, even though risk
appetite was negative. In North America, CFOs’ risk
appetite has flatlined around 40% since late 2018.
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In sports, defense often wins games, and CFOs are

debt improved this time, with only Denmark rating it

clearly on the defensive. Nine of the European

as unattractive. In North America, debt financing

countries reporting ranked cost control as their top

remains attractive for 87% of CFOs, but the appeal of

strategic priority for the next 12 months. And in the

equity financing fell for both public and private

Middle East, cost management is now the number one

companies.

priority, up from sixth in 2018. “This correlates with
the main risk identified by CFOs: the economic outlook
and the need to focus their attention on priorities that
will address that risk,” says Sanford Cockrell III,
national managing partner of the U.S. Chief Financial
Officer Program, Deloitte LLP. “Despite strong
economic worries, CFOs in North America still favor
revenue growth over cost reduction.”

—by Josh Hyatt, Deloitte Services LP, senior writer, Deloitte Insights for CFOs

Funding

About the Report
The purpose of the Deloitte “Global CFO Signals” report is to provide highlights of recent CFO

In an environment of still shifting monetary policy,

survey results from Deloitte member firms. The most recent issue includes the results of
CFO surveys from Deloitte member firms representing eight countries. See the full report

both bank borrowing and internal financing remain

for member firm contacts and information on the scope and survey demographics for each
survey.

the preferred sources of funding among European
CFOs. It is worth noting that their views on corporate
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An Audit Committee Guide for New CFOs

at Deloitte. “It’s not uncommon for audit committee

Newly appointed finance chiefs should
develop a strong working relationship
with the audit committee by
understanding their pain points and
keeping lines of communication open.

members to observe CFO-CEO and CFO-peer
relationships to gauge how well the leadership team
works together to achieve company goals,” says
DeHaas.
“Audit committees also look for CFOs to focus their

For new public company CFOs, establishing a strong

time and efforts on the operator and steward roles in

and trusted relationship with the audit committee,

leading the finance function.” says Sanford Cockrell III,

especially with the audit committee chair, is high on

national managing partner of the U.S. and global leader,

the list of priorities. Too often, however, complications

CFO Program, Deloitte LLP. At the same time, the CFO

can get in the way of establishing effective channels of

needs to interact with the broader board as more of a

communication, particularly due to challenges

strategist and catalyst.

involving data, time, and resource management.
Having a clear understanding of baseline expectations

“Typically, the CEO, full board, and audit committee

is an important starting point. “Audit committees and

are looking for an executive to guide the finance

boards overall want a CFO who effectively partners

function and the organization to the next level of

with the CEO and other business leaders,” says

performance across four of those roles,” he adds.

Deborah DeHaas, vice chairman, and national
managing partner, the Center for Board Effectiveness
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CFOs who align finance and business strategy for

Avoid sharing the same information. The audit

growth, and shape growth through innovation, are in

committee and full board view finance-related

demand, say many audit committee members. Often

information differently, and it’s the CFO’s responsibility

touting the benefits of a strategic CFO, audit

to target each group accordingly. Consider how those

committees say they want an insightful finance chief—

different perspectives could play out in practice with

one who can clearly articulate the underlying

the issues at hand. “In the case of discussions about

assumptions and drivers that guide estimates of

the recent revenue recognition accounting standard,

future performance.

for example, the full board of directors may want to
know how many cents per share the standard will cost

Expectations from audit committees, however, are

the company,” says Cockrell. “But the audit committee

distinct from what the full board is looking for from

meeting would focus more on understanding what

the CFO, an important nuance that should require

methods management is using to confirm the efficacy

separate preparations and presentation skills on the

of internal controls over the accounting treatment.

part of the CFO.

Those are two discussions that the CFO must be

From managing the amount of information flowing to

prepared for,” he adds.

the board to responding to the committee’s risk

Prepare for the unexpected. Audit committee chairs

oversight concerns, there are several actions newly

don’t want to be blindsided by unanticipated events

appointed CFOs can consider.

that could affect shareholder value. Those situations

Reduce information overload. The sheer size and

can be minimized when CFOs actively reach out and

scale of information received ahead of meetings is a

engage in regularly scheduled meetings with their

common pain point for audit committees. Too much

audit committee chair, say quarterly, with frank and

can leave members frustrated about what to focus on;

open discussions about the progress of important

too little, however, runs the risk of excluding material

initiatives and potential trouble spots that are

insights. “It’s no different from other forms of effective

identified before they become major crises. “One of

communication. Know your audience, understand

the most common phrases we hear from audit chairs

their information needs, and deliver a message that

is, ‘I want no surprises,’” says DeHaas.

matters, with a close alignment to agenda priorities

Recognize the chair’s time commitments. On average,

and top concerns,” says Cockrell. Pruning information

audit committees meet eight times annually. What’s

to make it relevant and concise is a business

more, a majority (66%) of all independent directors

imperative as audit committee responsibilities at many

from S&P 500 companies—including those on audit

organizations have grown to include cybersecurity,

committees—serve on more than one board. CFOs

sustainability, and technology disruption, among other

can help streamline the portion of an audit committee

issues.

meeting in which they participate by keeping in
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regular contact with the chair. Extra calls with the

Effective CFOs are also adept at communicating with

audit chair can supplement audit committee

external stakeholders. “Audit committees prefer a CFO

meetings, helping to focus the CFO’s presentation on

with expertise in communicating to the range of

audit committee priorities and streamline ad-hoc

investors, as well as regulators and rating agencies,

issues into formal agenda items for more efficient use

one who can provide insights and discuss relevant

of the committee’s meeting time.

trends while demonstrating a mastery of the
company’s financial and business issues,” observes

Expand risk management oversight. Many audit

Cockrell.

committee members say they want CFOs to take a
lead role in addressing enterprise and operational risk

“Communication is the cornerstone for a strong CFO-

beyond the traditional financial, accounting, and

audit committee chair relationship,” notes DeHaas.

regulatory compliance challenges. For example, the

“Although the CFO might be doing other things very

CFO role often includes setting the tone on ethics and

well, effective communication and a trusting

integrity, and overseeing the control environment,

relationship with the audit committee is a necessary

business continuity, and deployment of people across

step to solidify the relationship,” she adds.

the organization to support compliance.
Communicate effectively. A finance executive nimble
at digging into complex analyses with finance,
treasury, and tax teams will need to relay that
information to audit committees as business insights.
While audit committee members—the majority of
whom may be active or retired finance professionals
are comfortable discussing financial details, their
oversight role and limited time together requires a
―by Marie Leone, Deloitte Services LP, editor, Deloitte Insights for executives with risk

transparent and strategic assessment of data from

oversight responsibilities

the finance chief.
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The CFO Program for International Companies
Deloitte’s Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Program brings together a multidisciplinary
team of Deloitte leaders and subject matter specialists to help CFOs stay ahead in
the face of growing challenges and demands. The Program harnesses our
organization’s broad capabilities to deliver forward thinking and fresh insights for
every stage of a CFO’s career - helping CFOs manage the complexities of their roles,
tackle their company’s most compelling challenges and adapt to strategic shifts in
the market. Deloitte’s vision is clear: To be recognized as the pre - eminent advisor
to the CFO.
The CFO Program in Japan hosts regular events for executives of international
companies to provide insights and networking opportunities.
Contact:

Arjunwadkar Pankaj | paarjunwadkar@tohmatsu.co.jp

Website:

https://www2.deloitte.com/jp/en/pages/finance/topics/cfo-program.html
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